
Subject: Re: hardkil has threatened to impersonate me
Posted by cheesesoda on Fri, 04 Aug 2006 00:17:35 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

{IRA}IronHorse wrote on Thu, 03 August 2006 20:04LMFAO @ you newbs....please keep the
comments coming in. We are all getting a laugh over here at my work. Its hard to believe so many
immature people exsist in one place. I love it when a plan comes together. Oh, and our IT
department really had a good laugh over those computer pics you newbs have up...... you call
those gaming PC's? You should take those pictures down and stop embarrassing yourselves.
Renegade is washed up, get over it and move on. Stop trying to hold onto a sinking ship. Nobody
cares about Renegade it's gone! Can't wait to see your comments on this it's like Christmas
everyday at my work when I come in here with my colleagues and we read your true IQ level.
Cheers!
Since you enjoy reading our responses so much, I have no doubt that you'll read this.

What I find funny is that you claim that you're sharing a good laugh with your IT department. I
want to know something. What are a bunch of educated, employed, and *intelligent* men/women
doing reading over posts made on a gaming forum? Is your life/job really that dull that you gain
entertainment from reading a gaming forum? Let alone a forum for a game that you claim is
"gone".

You have proven yourself to have no higher of an IQ than the rest of us. In fact, most will agree
that you've proven yourself to have a lower IQ. Of course, you're going to come back to this
statement with some witty comment belittling our IQs in an attempt to exert some sort of
dillusional intellectual superiority over the rest of us.

As for trying to hold onto Renegade... as long as people play the game and enjoy it, the game is
not going to die. There's no real attempt to save the game, anyways. Especially since it is not in
need of saving. Not to mention that attempting to save a game from oblivion is pretty much futile.
If people don't like the game, it'll die on its own. If Renegade is as "gone" as you claim it is, why
are there still so many dedicated players?

In short, grow the fuck up. You claim to hold a professional job, yet you get off by watching
responses made by teenagers on a game community forum. I'd also expect better from someone
who served 6 years in such a disciplined environment as the Marine Corps.
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